Hardwire Lean Into
Your Operations
Create a sustainable culture of continuous
improvement through L2L's Lean Tools.

Without L2L Lean Tools

Empowered by L2L Lean Tools

Much of your waste is impossible to see

Create a culture of continuous improvement (CI)

Chronic productivity issues

Problem Solving - See and solve costly waste

Low visibility of issues impacting ROI

Kaizen - Engaging workforce in CI

Limited ability to share best practices

Yokoten - Share best practices across enterprise

Failed Lean implementation

5S - Creating an environment for success

L2L Lean Tools Facts

Seamlessly Integrate Lean Processes Into Your Operations

Reduce Waste

Empower Employees

Significant Event Escalation

Eliminate waste by solving problems

Digital KAIZEN system to share

Automatically trigger problem

at their root-cause

improvement ideas

solving actions

Lean Scoreboard

Share Improvements

Prioritize Problems

Know if you're winning or losing in

Digital YOKOTEN process to approve,

Categorize and escalate problems

your Lean journey

schedule, and implement Kaizen

based on safety, quality,

suggestions across the enterprise

productivity, etc

Digital Tier Meetings
Utilize fully digital ANDON solution to

Know Your ROI

drive follow up actions and

Track cost savings from Kaizen

accountability

improvements

Stay Organized

Celebrate Wins

Improved productivity, quality, and

Track Kaizen suggestions and

safety with 5S

deployments per employee

Technical Specifications

Trust in L2L

Mobile ready, cloud-based Lean Execution System (LES) hosted by AWS

Trusted by Energizer, Goodyear,
Schick, Bose and many more

Fully-functioning API can be integrated with ERP, MES, EAM/CMMS,
MOM, and other systems
Uninterrupted plant operations with automated feature updates
Seamlessly integrate all existing systems into a unified digital platform

Our software has been driving
improvement in manufacturing for
over 20 years
24/7 support, free upgrades, and no
hidden fees

such as SAP, JD Edwards, QAD File, M2M, and more
L2L provides a Lean Execution System software platform for manufacturers. It has integrated and easy-to-use lean tools that allow operators and managers to use
real-time data to reveal and solve root cause problems that cause metric misses, all while creating a sustainable plant floor culture of continuous improvement.

Finally a win/win for maintenance and production
Schedule a call today to add L2L to your maintenance playbook.

Schedule a Demo
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